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YOUR STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES

SOLVEIG STENSLAND

NINA VANG

Solveig is a junior at
Centennial High School. She
has participated in FPS for
four years. Last year she
competed in CmPS and this
year in scenario writing in
addition to FPS. Her favorite
part of FPS is researching
topics you wouldn’t normally
learn about.

Nina is a junior at Centennial
High School. This is her eighth
year in FPS. Last year she also
competed in CmPS and
enjoyed presenting and
speaking about their topic,
Teen Stress. Her favorite part
of FPS is the outlet it provides
for creativity.

MINA YUAN
Mina is a junior at Wayzata
High School. She has competed
in the GIPS Team Division for
three years and loves every
part of it, from future scenes to
skits. Her favorite part of FPS
is the last few desperate
minutes of competition when
all the best ideas come flying
out!
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How to be More Creative in Your FPS Packet
By Nina Vang
So, you're sitting at the table with your team and you’re out of
ideas. Although logic is important in FPS, “creativity is [also] critical [for]
solving problems,” states Richard Restak, a neurologist and author of
Think Smart. So if you’re looking some quick ways to build up your
creativity, here are five tips and exercises to boost your creativity and
ways you can integrate these practices into FPS!
1.

2.

3.

Doodle and brainstorm beforehand: Some time before writing a
packet, make some quick doodles with your eyes closed on things
that come to mind when imagining the FPS topic. Let the ideas
flow freely without logic and try to come up with problems and/or
solutions from these doodles. “Doodling can enhance, recall, and
activate unique neurological pathways, leading to new insights
and cognitive breakthrough”.
Change your perspective: If your team always sit in the same
arrangement, try switching it up. Receiving feedback from a
different teammate may inspire new ideas or solutions.
Briefly discuss your ideas with your teammates: Not only does
this help eliminate duplicate ideas, but it also helps in stimulating
new ideas as well as accepting poor ideas
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How to be More Creative in Your FPS Packet
(continued from page 3)

4.

5.

Stay positive: Although your team may be in a rush for time and
you’ve only finished half the packet, “research
shows that a positive mood is most conducive to creative thinking;”
negativity limits ingenuity.
The 30 Circles Test: This exercise stems from researcher Bob
McKim and designer Tim Brown. First, draw 30 circles on
a piece of paper. In one minute, turn “as many circles as you can
into [different] objects,” here quantity counts more than quality
(ex. the sun, a globe, a pizza, etc.). For middle and senior division
students, it may be hard to get all 30 circles mainly because we
have the tendency to self-edit. On my first try, I only completed 8
circles in one minute (top). “Even the desire to be original can be
a form of self-editing.” For junior division kids, it may be easier to
explore possibilities without being self-critical. To relate this back
to FPS, think of one large problem with the topic, and in a minute,
try coming up with as many smaller problems or solutions
that stem off one larger problem. As with the doodling, I suggest
this exercise before the day you have to write your
packet to build up creativity.
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The ALoU
By Solveig Stensland
While the GIPS component of FPS varies each year, for senior teams, 2015-16 brings some distinctive changes. Minnesota
FPS piloted the Advantages, Limitations (overcome), Unique opportunities section in practice problems and the regional
competition. This replacement to the original Step 5 will appear in every middle and senior teams’ packets in the coming years.
With this in mind, it is important to consider the advantages, limitations to overcome, and unique opportunities of the ALoU.
The biggest limitation of the ALoU is the timing. The old Step 5 was a quick, simple way to earn points (all you had to do
was rank and add). With the ALoU, FPSers are required to delve much deeper into potential solutions, developing a clear
analysis of why the selected solution is the best. This process naturally demands more time. Thankfully, Senior teams are now
given an additional fifteen minutes to compensate. To best utilize those fifteen minutes it is recommended that multiple people
complete the ALoU.
By assigning multiple people to the ALoU, teams ensure that all three tables receive the attention necessary to a good
score. Another way to reduce the amount of time dedicated to the ALoU is by the writer of the contending solution filling out the
corresponding table. Often times, the original writer knows his or her own solution best, which can lead to insightful
contributions to the Unique Opportunities section of Step 5.
Although the ALoU consumes a greater amount of time, the benefits of this addition to the six step problem solving
process far outweigh any limitations. The ALoU forces FPSers to really question why their solution is the best. Instead of giving
an expensive solution a two in the traditional Step 5 chart, the ALoU demands that FPSers elaborate and explain exactly why
the solution’s cost is a disadvantage. Likewise, the Advantages section also asks FPSers to analyze potential solutions with
greater scrutiny and with a more thorough outline of their thinking process. In the Unique Opportunities section, FPSers are
given the chance to list any benefits the solution might bring outside the underlying problem or criteria. These three
components combine to create a far more insightful explanation of how and why the final solution was selected, giving judges
and teams a different perspective of Step 6.
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Eleven Moments Every FPS GIPS Competitor Can Identify With
By Mina Yuan
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

When you realize with ten minutes left that an entire page of
solutions is still blank.
When you seriously consider bringing on Armageddon as a
solution because you have no other ideas and it’ll technically solve
any underlying problem.
When you realize that plan might cost you a few humanity points.
When you put it down anyway as solution #16 and hope for the
best.
When you sneakily write the category names on the side of each
solution in a vain attempt to wheedle some points out of the judge.
When you get your packet back and discover that your judge was
completely un-wheedled.
When you find yourself swearing “never again” after a
particularly foolish skit.
When you find yourself performing an even more foolish skit
anyway.
When you find yourself pointing out parts of the six-step process
in everyday life.
When you realize that FPS has completely taken over all aspects of
your life.
When you realize that you don’t actually mind :)

Ah, the many joys of skit prep...
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Have any ideas, articles, or photos
you would like to contribute for our
next student newsletter? We’d love to
see them! Submit them to:
Cheryl@mnfpsp.org,
minayuan26@gmail.com, nina.
vang4812@gmail.com, or on
Facebook!
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